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Abstract: 

 
This diploma thesis is focused on applying modern software engineering technologies to improve 

web application for quitting smoking. We will discuss which technologies we are using in this 

web application and then how we are going to integrate to the newer version. Mainly we will 

focus on the backend of the application written on Python web framework called Django [1]. 

Currently, our main web application is run on Django 1.9 and is called serafin, but there is a 

newer version which is run on Django 3.2.16 called serafin3 and is still developing. Our goal is 

to upgrade serafin3 and release it to production. First, we are going to fix a bug that occurred in 

the newer version of the web application then read release notes for Django 4.0 and investigate 

changes that were made to update serafin3. Also, transfer new changes that were made by 

developers in the serafin to serafin3. 

 

 
 

Keywords: Python web server, upgrade of server, Django, web application, Docker 
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Chapter 1 

 
Introduction 

 
Nowadays, there are a lot of people who wish to quit such a bad habit as smoking cigarettes, 

but it is not so easy as it seems. Luckily in our modern world there are applications which 

may help you to quit smoking, and we are going to upgrade one of those applications. My 

motivation behind writing this bachelor thesis on this topic is that most of my surroundings, 

family, friends are smokers. This habit negatively affects their health and that is why I want 

to help people to refuse from cigarettes. First, we need to get acquainted with technologies 

that our web application uses. The application was developed using python web framework 

called Django. It helps people to quit smoking by providing resources and support. It has a 

user-friendly interface and offers features such as tracking progress, individual program for 

each user and more. Django framework is popular nowadays as it is fast, simple, and secure. 

However, it is still underqualified and must be developed as currently, there is a bug on the 

admin side that must be fixed. Additionally, the application needs to be integrated from an 

old version of Django to a newer version for better performance and additional features. 
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1.1 Goal achievement 

 
To overcome the issues with our application, the first step is to understand the codebase and 

learn how the application is built. This will involve studying the existing code and 

identifying where the bug is located. Once the bug will be found, we will work on fixing it by 

testing different solutions and making necessary changes to the code. The next step is to 

integrate the application from the older version of Django to the newer version. To do this, 

we need to study the differences between the two versions and understand how they impact 

the application. This will involve researching the new features and changes in the newer 

version of Django, and how they can be implemented in our application. It is crucial to test 

the application to ensure that it is functioning correctly after the integration. To aid in this 

process it is necessary looking for relevant tutorials, documentation, and examples of how to 

migrate from an older version to a newer version. Once we have a solid understanding of the 

codebase and the differences between the versions of Django, we can start effectively 

integrating the application to the newer version. Next step will be transferring changes from 

the current working web application to our new one serafin3. At the end we will feed our 

database and test all the changes that were made to make sure that everything is working 

correctly. This will ensure that our application is running smoothly and providing the best 

possible experience for users. 

Summary of Goals: 

 
 Fixing the bug 

 
 Updating Django version 

 
 Transferring commits from older version 
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Chapter 2 

 
Structure and Technologies used 

 
First, we need to understand the structure of the web application and which technologies are used 

for running it. The web application is stored on GitLab [2], a web-based Git repository manager 

that provides source code management and continuous integration deployment capabilities. 

GitLab allows developers to collaborate on code and manage projects in a centralized location. 

Git [3] - is a distributed version control system that allows developers to track changes in their 
 

code and collaborate with other developers on a project. 

 
By using GitLab to store our application, it is easy to track changes in the code and manage 

issues. It will also be possible to set up continuous integration and continuous deployment 

workflows, which will automatically build, test, and deploy the application when new code is 

pushed to the repository. 

Docker [4] - is a platform that enables developers to easily deploy, run and manage applications 
 

in containers. 

 
Containers [5] - are isolated environments that include all the necessary dependencies, libraries, 

 

and configurations needed for an application to run. 

 
Docker allows developers to run their applications in a consistent environment, regardless of the 

host system they are running on. This means that the application will run the same way on a 

developer's local machine, a test server, or a production server. 
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In the context of fixing the bug and integrating our application, Docker can be very helpful. By 

using Docker, we can run the application locally in a containerized environment that mimics the 

production environment. This will make it easier to spot the bug and try different solutions 

because the application will be running in the same environment as it would in production. 

Django has essential components of web application such as models, views, templates, and 

URLs [6]. The Figure 1 illustrates how Django web application is working. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Backend architecture [7] 
 

Models – are classes that represent the database table. They define fields or attributes of the table 

such as name, age, or email of the user. 

Views – are functions or classes that take a request from the user to the application and return a 

response after performing some operations such as showing a content on the page or redirecting 

to another page. Views are defined in the file “views.py”. 
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Templates – define the structure and layout of the HTML pages that are shown to the user. They 

 

can be written in HTML, CSS or using Django’s own templating language. 

 
URL’s – web addresses that users enter to the browser, and they redirect them to the specific 

 

page. They are mapped to the views in the file called “urls.py” using URL configuration. 

 

 

 
 

As we discussed the technologies that are used for running the application, we can get to the 

concept. Our application allows us the creation of addiction treatment plan which is spread out 

over several days. The idea is based on the Decision Tree algorithm which helps to make 

predictions and decisions. Each user gets so called sessions which helps him to quit smoking. 

Session – refers to the part of our decision tree which is defined to be our current program. In 

each session there is a subtree which belongs to the specific day and is made up of a group of 

actions. Each subtree consists of nodes and edges. 

Node - represent different actions which admin can take such as sending email. 

 
Edges – connects each node and executes action in the node depending on the condition. 

Otherwise skips this node. 

In our application, each session includes a questionary. The questionary is designed to gather 

information about the user's status and their progress in quitting smoking. Based on the answers 

provided by the user, the session is generated specifically for them. This allows the application to 

provide a personalized and tailored experience for each user, ensuring that the resources and 

support provided are most relevant and effective for them in their quit journey. Addition to that 
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in the backend there is a graphical user interface which allows to see and edit sessions for each 

user. 

 

 
Figure 2: User interface in the backend. 

 
As we can see this is our decision tree with nodes and edges. From the Figure 2 we observe that 

node with expression ‘pass’ directly go to the next node skipping the previous one. Nodes with 

orange color are used for assigning a value, while grey colored for sending email or push 

notification. 

Now we got the information about our web application and technologies that it is using, so let us 

examine the bug itself. 
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Figure 3: Illustrates the issue. 

 
From Figure 3, it is evident that the sessions in the user interface are disorganized and not 

connected by edges. This is an issue that is present in the web application that is running on 

Django 3.2.16 This is a huge problem as admin cannot take any actions and sessions are not 

generated correctly. That is what we are going to fix by studying the code and trying different 

approaches for the problem. From the first look it can be assumed that the problem is in the 

template or static files which contain JavaScript and CSS. Another guess that as our project is 

using docker for running itself and installing all the necessary components such as libraries it 

might not be loading or installing them correctly. We will discuss each of these approaches and 

solutions in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

 
Upgrading the server solution 

 
3.1 Setting up the project: 

 
Before working on the project, it is necessary to clone repository from a GitLab. This can be 

done firstly by installing git on our machine and then running git clone <url of our repository> 

command in the command line. After cloning the repository, we can see that all necessary files 

are on our machine. 

In our project there are files called docker-compose.yml and docker-compose.override.yml. 

 
docker-compose.yml - is a YAML file that defines how Docker containers should be built and 

run. It includes details such as container names, images to be used, environment variables and 

ports to be exposed. 

docker-compose.override.yml - is a separate YAML file that is used to override or extend the 

configuration specified in docker-compose.yml. It allows for additional configuration settings or 

modifications to be made without having to modify the original docker-compose.yml file. 

Before running our container, we need to build it. This can be done with the following command 

in the command line while being in the project directory docker-compose build. After building 

it we can finally run our container with the next command docker-compose -f docker- 

compose.override.yml up. 
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The -f option is used to specify the file to use as the Docker Compose configuration file. In this 

case, docker-compose.override.yml is the file being used. The up command is used to create and 

start containers for all the services defined in the Docker Compose configuration. 

Then a superuser needs to be created to be able log in and see admin panel in our Django 

application. To do this it is necessary to get the id of the container and run the command inside 

of it. While docker container is running we open another command line and run docker 

container ls command to see all the containers that are running. After finding container’s id we 

run docker exec -it container_id python manage.py createsuperuser. The exec command will 

allow to run necessary commands inside the container while it keeps running and Django 

command manage.py createsuperuser. After this it asks to set up the email and password for 

login. Finally, we are ready to go and start working with our project and exploring it. 
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3.2 Testing procedure and bug fixing 

 
Now as we set up the project, we can work on the code itself. From the Figure 3 as I mentioned 

before the problem might be in the templates or static files most probably in JavaScript. We can 

investigate this by using console in our web browser. 

 

 
Figure 4: Logs in the console 

 
On Figure 4 we can see the following errors which tell us that there is a common problem in 

 

multiple files where “angular” is not defined. 

 
Angular [8] – is JavaScript framework which is written in TypeScript. 

 

Now we need to check those files and see what the problem is. Investigation of those files could 

not find anything what would cause the error. It is stated that the angular is not defined and the 

assumption is that the library angular is not installed properly and that is the reason why 

JavaScript files cannot see it. It was crucial to find the file where all the dependencies were 

written and such file was bower.json. 

Bower [9] – is a file that contain libraries and dependencies for staticfiles. 

 

From the Figure 5 below we see that the angular library is in the bower file, however our 

JavaScript files cannot see it. 
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Figure 5: Bower file 

 
This issue might occur due to the Dockerfile too as it is not installing dependencies properly. 

 
Dockerfile [10] – is a script of the user’s commands which should be run in the command line to 

 

assemble an image. 

 
Returning to the web browser’s console, it can be seen that there are some missing files that are 

required such as lib folder where libraries should be located. This means that the dependencies 

in bower are not installed. Now we should investigate the Dockerfile to see what causes this 

issue. First thought is that there is simply no command to install the bower, so let us see if this is 

true. Going to the Dockerfile we can see that there is a command which installs the bower file. 

 

 
Figure 6: Commands for installing bower.json 
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Hence, the problem might be that something blocks the installation of our bower. What gets into 

eyes are lines where copying the folders are done and there is our staticfiles folder. 

 

 
Figure 7: Commands for moving sources. 

 
After analyzing the Dockerfile a concern was raised regarding the order of installing Bower and 

copying the required files. The existing approach of installing Bower before copying the files 

looked unconventional and could potentially lead to issues during the build process. Further 

investigation revealed that this approach prevented the Bower command from executing 

correctly, as it requires the presence of the Bower file in the current working directory during the 

build process. As the files were not present in the container before copying, Bower was unable to 

install the required packages. To fix this issue we can change the order of the installation 

process, so that the files were copied into the container before installing Bower. This will ensure 

that the required files are present during the build process, allowing Bower to install the required 

packages. After implementation of this change, the build process was successful, and the issue 
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was resolved. With the fix of the bug, our next goal becomes integrating web application to the 

newer version of Django. 

3.3 Integration to the newer version 

 
To update our web application, it is crucial to have a look to the Django documentation [11] and 

 

see what the changes are. 

 
The good question we may ask ourselves is why do we need to upgrade to the latest Django 

version? There are several reasons for this: 

 Some bugs are fixed 

 
 New features and improvements 

 
 Older versions of Django are no longer supported 

 

 

 
What do we need to do before upgrading it: 

 
 Read updating notes for each version from our current one 

 
 Check compatibility with Python version and each dependencies with Django 4.0 

 
 Look at the deprecation timeline for the relevant versions. 

 

 

 
Typically, dependencies for a Python project are listed in a file called requirements.txt. However, 

in our case, we are using Pipenv to manage our dependencies, so the information is in the Pipfile. 

At the beginning of reading documentation for Django 4.0, it appears that this version supports 

only Python 3.8 or higher, so we need to be sure that our Python version is compatible. 
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Fortunately, in our Pipfile, it is already specified that our Python version should be 3.8, so we 

should be good to go. Now, as after the change of Django version in Pipfile it is important to run 

pipenv and lock the changes to update the Pipfile.lock. Now, let us run the project and we will 

continue based on our errors. The Figure 8 is the first message we get as we run the project. 

 

 
Figure 8: Signal unexpected keyword provided. 

 
The error message indicates an issue with the log_event signal, defined in the events.signals 

module, caused by an unexpected keyword argument "providing_args" being passed to the 

Signal class. It appears that this keyword argument was removed in newer versions of Django 

[12]. To address this, the log_event signal can be modified by removing the providing_args 

argument and using only Signal(). Another issue is the replacement of the ugettext_lazy function 

with the gettext_lazy function. This function translates the string into Unicode when it is 

accessed [13]. To resolve this issue, it is necessary to search through the project for the instances 

where the deprecated function was used and replace it with the newer version. Fortunately, the 

code editor enables to find and replace all instances of ugettext_lazy quickly. After completing 
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these modifications, the Dockerfile has to be run and verified that our project started without any 

errors in the command line. Command line does not output any error however, during testing a 

website itself, a new issue appeared. 

 

 
Figure 9: Debug error page 

 
In Figure 9, the standard debug error page provided by Django indicates that the is_safe_url 

method from the Django module could not be imported. This debug page is useful as it provides 

the information about what is wrong in our project. As it suggests it cannot import is_safe_url 

method from Django module. This method checks whether the given URL is safe or not [14]. 

This package allows other projects to use that same function without having to include the entire 

Django framework. After investigation of Django documentation, it was found out that the name 

of this method was changed to url_has_allowed_host_and_scheme. Consequently, the solution 

involves replacing the old method name with the updated one. After resolving the previously 
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mentioned problem another error occurs which is displayed in Figure 10. 
 

 
Figure 10: Debug error page 

In previous versions of Django method is_ajax was used to check whether the request is ajax. 

AJAX [15] – is a technique used to update a content of a web page without refreshing the entire 

page. 

 
After reviewing the code of our application, it can be observed that the is_ajax method is being 

utilized in a separate function that displays the session content on the backend. This function 

initially verifies if the user is authenticated or not. If the user is not authenticated, an 

unauthorized error is displayed on the page. Next, it checks if the request is an Ajax request, and 

if it is, another function is called to update the content on the page. 
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Figure 11: Function for session generation 

 
This method was removed in the later version of Django, so we must look up for the alternatives. 

After studying the release notes an alternative method was found which is shown in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12: Updated method taken from release notes [16] 

 

In our updated version our header X-Requested-With which provides information about the 

request is set to XMLHttpRequest by the browser to determine if the request was made via 

AJAX. This is because when the browser sends an AJAX request, it sets the X-Requested-With 

header to XMLHttpRequest, and Django's request.META dictionary stores HTTP headers in a 

case-insensitive manner. 

After this change the log in page could be seen. 
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Figure 13: Login page to our web application 

 
Unfortunately, after entering the credentials the following error occurs. 

 
 

 
Figure 14: Debug error page 

 
It looks like that there is a problem with csrf token and request is aborted. Initial thought was that 

the csrf token was not delivered. To check this, we need to open console in our web browser, go 

the network tab and refresh the page. 

 

 
 

Figure 15: Web browser console 

 
Upon inspecting the headers, it is evident that the CSRF token is present in the cookie, indicating 

that the issue is not related to the token. To resolve this problem, we need to consult the Django 

documentation on Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) protection [17] and conduct a thorough 

investigation. Firstly, we will need to verify whether CsrfViewMiddleware is included in the 

settings.py file of our project. Middleware [18] in Django is a mechanism used to extend the 

request/response processing flow by adding additional functionality. It is situated between the 
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web server and the view and is responsible for intercepting the incoming request before it 

reaches the view and processing the response before it is returned to the web server. 

CsrfViewMiddleware is responsible for providing protection to forms. 
 

 
Figure 16: Setting.py file 

 
As we can observe from the Figure 16, CsrfViewMiddleware is already included in our project. 

However, in newer versions of Django, we need to add certain configurations such as 

ALLOWED_HOSTS, CORS_ALLOWED_ORIGINS, and CSRF_TRUSTED_ORIGINS [19] to 

protect against Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attacks. 

 
ALLOWED_HOSTS – is a list of valid hostnames or IP addresses that can be used to send 

requests to the Django server. Used as a security measure to prevent HTTP Host header attacks. 

CORS_ALLOWED_ORIGINS – is a list of valid origins for Cross-Origin Resource Sharing 

requests. Used to allow or restrict access to resources on the server from other domains. 

CSRF_TRUSTED_ORIGINS – is a list of valid origins that are allowed to bypass CSRF 

protection. 
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Figure 17: Allowed hosts and origins added 

 
After adding allowed hosts and origins we can finally login to the web site. 

 
 

 
Figure 18: Our web application 

 
With our current progress, the web application seems to be functioning as expected, and our next 

goal is to test it. If we try to get to the sessions, we can see another error which is in the template 

file and located on the line 199 which is ifequal tag. 

 

 
Figure 19: Template error 
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It should be noted that the ifequal tag has been deprecated and is no longer supported [20]. 
 

Therefore, we must replace it with a suitable alternative. 
 

 
Figure 20: Code in the template 

 
This method checks whether opts.model_name is user, so we can easily replace it with the 

following code. 

 

 
Figure 21: Replaced code in the template 

 
After this minor change and tests from my side it looks like that everything is working perfectly. 

Consequently, we can proceed to the subsequent task of migrating changes from the previous 

version of our web application to the current one. 
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3.4 Transfer commits and feeding database 

 
To proceed with our testing, we first need to transfer the changes from the older version of the 

web application to the newer one. GitLab provides us with a history of all the commits made by 

other developers that we need to transport to the newer version. We must be careful during the 

transfer process and ensure that everything works properly, as some changes in the older version 

may not be compatible with the newest version of Django. Fortunately, we found that all the 

changes were compatible, and we were able to proceed with feeding our database. 

To feed our database, we need to open our container and follow a set of instructions. Firstly, we 

need to clear the entire database and remove all data using the following command: python 

manage.py flush --noinput. The --noinput flag is used to bypass the confirmation prompt that 

appears before flushing the database. To manage our database, we can use PostgreSQL, which is 

one of the most popular apps for this task. 

PostgreSQL [21] - is an open-source database management 
 

To install PostgreSQL inside the Docker container, it is necessary to run the following 

commands. First, to update the package list from the repository using the command "apt update". 

This command fetches the latest package information available and is important to run before 

installing or updating packages. Next, install PostgreSQL using the command "apt install 

postgresql-client". After successful installation, we can generate data for our database using a 

script provided by our web application. Then run the script inside our Docker container. To feed 

our database, the following command is used "psql -v ON_ERROR_STOP=1 -h db -U 

serafin_dev serafin_dev < <file with data>". After running this command, Docker will ask for 
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the password for accessing the database. After entering the correct password, Docker will start 

feeding the database with the data. Unfortunately, the error is occurring during this process. 

 

 
Figure 22: Relation error 

 
This error indicates that the database table "stats_applesalesreport" does not exist in the public 

schema of the database. It seems that the table either hasn't been created yet, or it was dropped 

from the database. One possible solution for this problem can be running migrations inside our 

container with the following command python manage.py makemigrations. Unfortunately, it 

seems that the problem is in something else. During the investigation process by comparing older 

version of application with the current one it appears that there are some missing files and 

modules in stats folder as the error indicates. The current task is to transfer those files to the 

current web application. During this process some issues appeared as well. Such problems as old 

syntax were used as the older version is running on Django 1.9. New libraries had to be added to 

the Pipfile to ensure that the application and new APIs are working fine. After rebuilding the 

container and running it migrations were applied and new tables were added. The process of 

feeding our database was finished successfully and our project is ready. It is now possible to test 

it again and see if everything is working fine. Following the successful test, it is now possible to 

create a separate branch on the Gitlab and upload our project and merge it with the master 

branch. 
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Chapter 4 

 
Conclusion 

 
4.1 Summary 

 
It is crucial for the application to receive updates and try to not use outdated technologies as they 

are developing every day. Developers must upgrade their application to provide users with new 

features, fixed bugs, and secured application. The main goal of this thesis was to upgrade the 

existing web application that had used outdated Django version. The use of the latest version 

provided better security, faster performance, and easier maintenance. It was necessary not only 

for users as a new version of Django fixes bugs, guaranties secured code and official support, but 

also it was crucial for developers too. As updated version provides more features and simplifies 

work it is now easier for developers to create a new content for users. The current web 

application which is run on Django 1.9 receives updates as developers create new features and 

fix existing bugs. Another task was to transfer these changes that were made in the current web 

application to the newer one which is going to be deployed. 

4.2 My contribution 

 
It was challenging for me as I was not familiar with Django, Docker, and other technologies so 

well. I had to read documentations, watch some guides, analyze where the error might be and 

about optimized solution. I would say that after this work I really improved my knowledge and 

skills as a web developer. With my contribution to this web application other developers can now 

expansion its functionality and provide users with more features which can help them to quit 

smoking. 
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4.3 Future work 

 
There is great potential of this web application in the long term as Django receives updates often. 

Every new version gets new features, fixes bugs, makes work for developers easier and improves 

security for users. There is a great possibility for developers to optimize this web application in 

the future with newest versions of Django. There are more examples on how this web application 

can be improved. One of them is to improve the security by implementing additional measures 

such as two-factor authentication, session management, and data encryption. Another is by 

adding new APIs, libraries which can optimize code by making it more readable and 

understandable. Also, user testing can be conducted to gather feedback on the application. This 

can help identify areas for improvement and further development or spot bugs which were 

missed. 

To conclude this thesis, I would like to say that it gave me a lot of experience in work with 

Django, Docker, and other areas. I improved a lot my skills and got closer to the goal of 

becoming a qualified software engineer. 
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